Preface

Wm. G. Bennett, Lindsay Hracs, and Dennis Ryan Storoshenko

The 35th West Coast Conference on Formal Linguistics was held in Calgary, Alberta, from April 28-30, 2017, hosted by the University of Calgary. The conference featured 32 papers and 25 posters.

We would like to take this opportunity to thank the many people who helped organize the conference, particularly Betsy Ritter, Lindsay Hracs, Dennis Storoshenko, Michelle Lu, Will Bennett, and Susanne Carroll, as well as Katherine Guevara, Tamara Schurch, Emilia Tsyganok, and Bill Jordan. Additionally, thank you to the following student volunteers: Duaa AbuAmsha, Mohammad Alsamaani, Kelly Burkinshaw, Maureen Carroll, Una Chow, Adam Daniel, Peng Han, Merion Hodgson, Philothe Kabasele, JeongEun Lee, Andrea Levinstein Rodriguez, Danica MacDonald, Kate McKinnon, Alice Pham, Mingyu Qiu, Raina Schneider, Sara Williamson, Joseph Windsor, and Svitlana Winters. We also owe thanks to the invited speakers, Keir Moulton, Elan Dresher, Neil Banerjee, and Heidi Harley (who was not able to attend, for entirely good reasons), and also to all of the presenters at the conference, and the volunteers who offered crash space to participants. We also thank the Canadian Language Museum for allowing us to display their exhibits at the conference, as well as the organizers, presenters, and participants of the Celebration of Indigenous Languages in Alberta held jointly with the conference.

Support for the conference was provided by: the University of Calgary, including the Faculty of Arts, the School of Languages, Linguistics, Literatures and Cultures, Department of Psychology, and Department of Philosophy; the Canadian Linguistic Association; the Calgary Public Library; and the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC).
